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Selections from *Liederkreis, Op.39*  
Robert Schumann  
(1810-1856)

I. In Der Fremde  
II. Die Stille  
III. Zwielicht  
IV. Im Walde  
V. Frühlingsnacht

Art Songs from Gabriel Fauré  
Gabriel Fauré  
(1845-1924)

I. Mandoline  
II. Chanson d’Amour  
III. Toujours

*Three Songs, Op.10*  
Samuel Barber  
(1910-1981)

I. Rain Has Fallen  
II. Sleep Now  
III. Zwielicht

"Pyesnya Indiiskovo Gostya"  
from *Sadko*  
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov  
(1844-1908)

"Largo al Factoctum"  
from *Il Barbiere di Siviglia*  
Gioachino Rossini  
(1792-1868)

*This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music degree.*
“Me, Myself, and I” presents a series of selections from a variety of different composers and a wide range of emotions. The only thing that each of these pieces have in common is that they speak about the concept of one’s self whether it be feeling alone, heartbroken from being left alone for someone else, or appreciating one’s self.

Rather than performing the program as individual pieces, I chose to take a different approach to this performance: making one full story out of the various and different pieces. With that being said, this “story” tells of how one can come out of the pit of depression and anxiety by simply loving yourself just a little bit more and appreciating life’s simplest things such as the feeling of remembering your home.

I do hope this performance inspires you to appreciate yourself even more and to take things a bit slower if needed. Thank you.

*Texas State University is a tobacco-free campus.*